
Image 
contribu/ons

PROPOSAL

Add image to 
ar/cle without 
a lead image

INTERACTION FLOW



1. Opening an ar,cle (which doesn’t yet have a lead 

image) and tap on an add image icon

2. Accept permission for app to access camera and 

storage [first ,me only] 

3. Select an image from the device photo album (note 

there is an op,on to search Commons if the user 

doesn’t have an image on their device)

4. Preview of image which may be edited (align, crop, 

poten,ally other filters on the device).  

5. Confirm image will be added (prompt to login/join 

Commons in order to add image)

6. Upload success message, pending confirma,on via an 

image moderator.

7. No,fica,on when the image has been accepted or 

rejected.

Assump&on is that the lead image will be added to the
the info box if there is one, else in the first paragraph.

CORE INTERACTION FLOW

When I’m reading an ar,cle which is missing a lead 

image and I have a suitable image of on my device, I 

want an easy way to add that image to the ar,cle.

USER STORY: READER

Image contribu,on whilst 

reading



Open an ar(cle (without a lead image) 
and tap on the add image icon



Accept permission for the app to access camera and storage 
[first 4me only] 



Select an image from the device photo album  (note there’s an 
op8on to search Commons if the user doesn’t have an image on their device)



Select an image from the device photo album  (note there’s an 
op8on to search Commons if the user doesn’t have an image on their device)



Preview of image which may be edited 
(align, crop, poten8ally other filters on the device).



(Logged in view) Confirma2on screen of image to be saved 
with filename and cap2on prefilled with ar2cle name



Upload success message, with addi3on to ar3cle pending 
confirma3on by an image moderator.



Some &me passes whilst awai&ng modera&on…



No#fica#on when the image has been accepted or rejected.



Uploaded file is now the lead image. Assumes the image gets 
added to the info box if there is one, else in the first paragraph.



Uploaded file is now the lead image. Assumes the image gets 
added to the info box if there is one, else in the first paragraph.


